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Big Picture
•There is no technical “fix” to control proliferation.
•Keep in mind that all of nonproliferation is aimed at buying time for political
change
•Some technologies are more helpful; some pose particular challenges

•There is no political “fix” for proliferation
•Some institutional arrangements are more effective than others; some more
appealing. National sovereignty often seen to be at stake.

• Need a mix of both.
•Remember, technology is not inevitable
•Important to integrate nonproliferation into technology development (at labs and
at commercial-scale technology development)
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What’s the real threat?
•That an actor – state and/or terrorist organization – will
acquire capabilities to produce nuclear weapons
•Key hurdle is the production of fissile material – most
commonly highly enriched uranium (> 90% U-235) or
separated plutonium
•Do other capabilities – like weaponization, delivery
vehicles -- matter?
•Yes, but not until there’s fissile material. They can be indications of a
program.

•Are the risks similar for these actors? No
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•Diversion

Four kinds of risks

•Assumption is that a state actor can squirrel away material for later use
•At reactor: fresh fuel (would have to be processed & enriched further) or
spent fuel (would have to be separated)
•At enrichment plant: produce “extra,” divert some of the product to
another cascade; use “material unaccounted for (MUF)”
•At reprocessing plant: divert product.

•Theft
•By outsider or with inside help

•Breakout
•Risk that state will acquire all parts of the fuel cycle under the guise of
peaceful uses and then leave the NPT

•Diffusion
•Dissemination of knowledge, technologies, equipment
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Technical approaches to minimizing those risks
•Material control, protection & accounting for
diversion/theft (IAEA safeguards)
•Facility/site security for theft
•Technology denial for break-out
•Black-boxing technology for diffusion
There are weaknesses in all these approaches that could be
targeted, but experience thus far is not promising.
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Should we still be haunted by proliferation?
•“Dirty dozen” 1970s
• NPT in its infancy; Nuclear Suppliers Group formed

•Great enthusiasm about nuclear energy and its future, including
reprocessing
•URENCO created (AQ Khan steals centrifuge technology)
•States like Brazil, Pakistan sought to acquire full fuel cycles (enrichment &
reprocessing)

•“Few but proud” 2010s
•NPT weakened by Iran, DPRK, Syria; Nuclear Suppliers Group weakened by
India deal
•Great enthusiasm about nuclear energy and its future, concern about
spent nuclear fuel safety and disposal
•States like ROK seeking full fuel cycles (enrichment & pyroprocessing);
others want to leave options open
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Nuclear Energy “Enthusiasm”
Since 2005
•Nuclear energy rebranded as
“clean, green, secure”

• Over 25 non-nuclear states have announced
plans for nuclear power; 65 “interested”?
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Nuclear Expansion Scenarios
Current Capacity: 366 GWe in 30 countries + Taiwan
•Scenario I:
+183 GW
•Scenario II:
+573 GW
•Scenario III:
+1232 GW

Realistic growth to 2030
(economic model EIA)
Wildly optimistic growth to 2030
(states’ plans)
Fourfold increase growth to 2050
(MIT’s 2050 “high” scenario)
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Reactor Capacities for all Scenarios*
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Enrichment Implications of Reactor Expansion

Scenario
NOTE: 2030 and 2050 predict enrichment based on reactor capacity. They are based on countries’ stated
plans for reactor growth and the 2050 MIT “high growth” scenario, respectively. Both assume that a 1
GWe reactor requires 150,000 SWU enrichment per year.
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Current and Potential Future Enrichers of Uranium

Currently enriching for export
Potential enrichment exporter
Has stated plans for or is projected
to have 10+ GWe by 2050
Has uranium resources beyond
domestic needs
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* = Some countries fit in more than one of these categories and are listed by the first one in which they appear.

Spent Fuel Implications of Growth
•1 GWe = 20 tons spent fuel/year
•“New” nuclear states will likely store SNF, or lease fuel
•More storage requires more safety, security measures
•Fuel leasing = more transportation, greater safety, security measures

•But, open or closed fuel cycle is still a “choice.”
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Challenges Posed by Expansion
•Potentially more reactors AND
•New kinds of nuclear reactors – Gen IV? Small modular
reactors? Nuclear batteries?
•New suppliers – China, Korea, India
•New locations – Middle East, SE Asia, Africa
•New fuel cycle capabilities – enrichment & reprocessing?

•Fukushima could put brakes on expansion but some
determined to continue. Fuel cycle issues unresolved.
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Proposed “New” Nuclear States
Proposals as of July 2011

Key
Planned ReactorsApproval, funding, or construction
Proposed ReactorsClear proposals but without firm
commitments
Exploring nuclear optionDeclared interest but proposal incomplete
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Nuclear Plans and Failed States Index 2011

Key
Planned ReactorsApproval, funding, or construction
Proposed ReactorsClear proposals but without firm
commitments
Exploring nuclear optionDeclared interest but proposal incomplete

Foreign Policy Failed States Index:
Critical
In Danger
Borderline
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Role of Technology
• Offer better energy alternatives
o Promote all energy options (especially efficiency) and all approaches,
including regional facilities, cross-border electricity transmission, regional
fuel cycle centers
o Shouldn’t be “nuclear technology or nothing” for recipient or supplier

• If nuclear energy makes economic sense, it should be safe,
secure, and proliferation-resistant.
o Build country capacities in safety, security, and material control &
accounting.
o Build safeguards into designs from start
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Role of Other Approaches
• Dissuade spread of fuel cycle capabilities through a
combination of technical and institutional
arrangements
o Fuel cycle services (fuel leasing, cradle-to-grave) and
multinational approaches, including at back end

• Work with other suppliers to tighten, not loosen
nuclear supply rules (e.g., make Additional Protocol a
condition of supply)
o Create greater transparency and harmonization among national
governments on the terms of their nuclear cooperation
agreements
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Contact information
Proliferation Prevention Program @ www.csis.org
ssquassoni@csis.org
202 775-3293
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